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Expanded electrical model of a contactless conductivity detector:
Development and verification
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Abstract

A theoretical model of the contactless conductivity detector (CCD) has been developed consisting of a network of resistors and capacitors.
The output of the model is compared to experimental results and to the output of a simpler model. Experimentally, a lock-in amplifier is
added to the detection scheme of the contactless conductivity detector to provide a more sensitive method of signal isolation. The detector
is assembled on a printed circuit board with the electrodes in a co-axial configuration. The electrodes are chosen to allow for use with
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used silica capillaries in capillary electrophoresis. The use of a lock-in amplifier in place of a previous rectification/filtering circu
or an approximate 10-fold improvement in S/N. The detector shows a linear response to changes in excitation voltage and to
nalyte concentration. Mass limits of detection of 60, 63, and 50 fg are determined for the inorganic cations potassium, sodium, a
espectively (for a signal three times the level of the rms noise).

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Although traditional UV absorbance detection techniques,
oth direct and indirect, are the most common detection tech-
iques utilized in capillary electrophoresis, they are limited
y the path length sensitivities inherent in absorbance detec-

ion. To combat this problem, several groups have, over the
ast several years, developed a capacitively-coupled, con-

actless conductivity detector (CCD) for use with capillary
lectrophoresis. Although the detailed design of the CCD
aries from group to group, the basic theory remains the same.
wo electrodes are placed near each other on the outside of a
apillary with an alternating current signal applied to one of
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the electrodes. The signal is capacitively coupled throug
silica capillary wall and into the ionically conductive liqu
core of the capillary. The signal is then conducted thro
the liquid core until it reaches the other electrode, whe
is capacitively coupled back out through the silica wall.
CCD is an improvement over previous on-column cond
tivity detectors in that the conductivity measurement is m
without direct contact with the liquid and without modific
tion of the capillary.

The basic principle of the contactless conductivity de
tor was first described in 1980 by Gas et al.[1], for use a
a high-frequency detector for isotachophoresis. This orig
design consisted of four electrodes placed radially ar
the separation column. In 1998, Zemann et al.[2] devel-
oped a new version of the CCD consisting of two electro
placed axially on the column. The electrodes, 30 mm
length and separated by 2 mm, could be either made
syringe cannulas, or painted on the capillary using a
ductive silver varnish. A 40 kHz, 8 Vp-p sinusoidal ex
tation signal was applied to one of the electrodes,
021-9673/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.chroma.2005.07.098
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the detected signal amplified, rectified, and fed into a data
acquisition and processing system. Independently, Fracassi
da Silva and do Lago[3] published a comparable detector
using 2 mm silver electrodes painted on the capillary with
a 1 mm gap. They also added a ground plate between the
electrodes to reduce direct capacitive coupling between the
electrodes.

Since these initial papers, the effects of various experi-
mental parameters have been investigated by several groups.
These include cell geometry[4–6], high voltage excitation
[7–9], excitation frequency[10,11], and electrode fabrication
[12]. Miniaturization of the detector has also been advanced
[13–16]. Applications have ranged from amino acid detec-
tion [17] and detection in UV-absorbing solvents[18–21], to
inorganic ion analysis[22–29].

The circuit design for the initial reported contactless con-
ductivity detector[2] was very simple. The output of the
detection electrode was connected to ground through a resis-
tor. The voltage drop across the resistor was then amplified,
rectified, and measured. The first change made was the use
of a current-to-voltage converter (transimpedance amplifier)
in place of the grounded resistor[3]. A second change to the
detection scheme was proposed by Guijt et al.[14] in 2001.
Previously, rectification of the detected signal had been car-
ried out using diodes. Guijt et al., instead, used a lock-in
amplifier to achieve phase-sensitive detection, improving the
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pared in deionized water. Buffer solutions were filtered using
a 0.2�m nylon membrane filter from Alltech Associates
(Deerfield, IL), then vacuum degassed.

2.2. Capillary electrophoresis system

CE was performed in an untreated fused silica capillary
(Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ) with an inner diam-
eter of 50�m, an outer diameter of 360�m, and a length
of 68 cm. Sample was injected electrokinetically at 2 kV for
4.5 s. A 30 kV dc, reversible polarity power supply (Spellman
High Voltage Electronics Corp., Plainview, NY) was used in
the positive mode.

2.3. Contactless conductivity detector

There were two designs of the contactless conductivity
detector used in this work. The design used for the volt-
age and concentration studies (design 1) is similar to pre-
viously published designs[3], but with some modifications.
The cylinders used for electrodes are 23 gauge, 304 stain-
less steel hypo tubing (Small Parts, Miami Lakes, FL) drilled
out to an inner diameter of 390�m and cut to lengths of
5 mm. A single conductivity cell is formed when two elec-
trodes are soldered to a printed circuit board (ExpressPCB,
Redwood City, CA) with a 1.1 mm gap between them.
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oise discrimination of the system. In the original rect
ircuit, no frequency selective component is present unt
ow pass filter. Noise at all frequencies within the wide ba
idth of the amplifier is passed on to the rectification cir
nd thus folds in with the desired signal. The lock-in am
er allows for isolation of the frequency of interest withi
arrow bandwidth before detection, while ignoring all ot

requencies.
The work presented herein further expands upon the

fits of using a lock-in amplifier in the detection sche
etector response as a function of excitation potential
nalyte concentration was investigated along with the n
haracteristics of the detector. An equivalent electrical
uit for the conductivity cell is also proposed to all
or a better understanding of the factors affecting the
utput.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Potassium chloride and sodium chloride were obta
rom Mallinckrodt (Paris, KY). Lithium chloride wa
btained from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ).l-Histidine
nd 2-[N-morpholine]ethanesulfonic acid hydrate (ME
ere obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All compou
ere used as received. Deionized water was obtained
Barnstead Nanopure System (Boston, MA). The CE

uffer used was 20 mM MES/20 mM Histidine, pH 5.9 p
he op-amp used in the current-to-voltage converter
PA602A (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) which was c

en for its low current noise characteristics. The 1�
eedback resistor for the current-to-voltage converter
hin film resistor chosen for its precision and tempera
tability.

An SR810 digital signal processor (DSP) lock-in am
er (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) is use
ignal isolation and amplification. The external reference
al is provided to the lock-in amplifier by a DS335 funct
enerator (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA

unction generator is set to output 20 Vp-p at 100 kHz an
sed both as the reference for the lock-in amplifier and a
xcitation source for the contactless conductivity dete
hese settings are used for all separations unless othe
oted. A 100 kHz excitation frequency was chosen due t
02 kHz frequency limit of this lock-in amplifier. The outp
f the lock-in amplifier is digitized by a PCI-MIO-16XE-5
ata acquisition card (National Instruments, Austin, TX
personal computer. Data points are collected and ana
n the computer by custom software written in LabVIE
National Instruments, Austin, TX) and Igor Pro (WaveM
ics, Lake Oswego, OR). The results from each CE run
edian filtered baseline subtracted[30] prior to any calcula

ions being performed.
The contactless conductivity detector used to com

xperimental results to theoretical calculations (desig
as designed to reduce the leakage capacitance betwe
lectrodes. The detector consists of a stainless steel cyl

hrough which a hole is bored just large enough that 1′′
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Fig. 1. Description of electrical circuit used to model contactless conductivity cell. The cell is broken into 25�m wide segments (1044 total) with each segment
containing a resistance and at least one capacitance. Below is the corresponding diagram of the cell used to compare experimental data to the model. (A)
capillary; (B) electrodes; (C) Teflon tubing; (D) cylindrical stainless steel ground; and (E) endcap stainless steel ground. The numbers above each section of
the circuit (i.e.× 60) refer to the number of times that section is repeated in the complete model. For the outer cap, the two resistor-two capacitor pairing is
repeated 60 times for a total of 120 resistors and capacitors in that section.

outer diameter Teflon tubing (Alltech, Deerfield, IL) can be
thread into it. The same 5 mm long stainless steel electrodes
used in the other design are fit inside the Teflon tubing and
the capillary thread through the electrodes. Small diameter
coaxial cable (Belden, Richmond, IN) is soldered onto the
electrodes to bring in and carry away signal. Stainless steel
endcaps are then fitted around the entire system to prevent
leakage between the exposed portions of the electrodes. A
diagram of the cell is shown inFig. 1. The current-to-voltage
converter was removed from the circuit to allow for measure-
ments to be made without interference from the bandwidth
limitations of the op-amp. The signal from the detection elec-
trode was isolated and amplified using an SR844 RF lock-in
amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). Sig-
nal digitization, collection, and manipulation were performed
as in design 1.

3. Theoretical

3.1. Equivalent simple electrical circuit of the
contactless conductivity detector

A simple electrical model of the CCD can be constructed
using the capillary wall capacitance, bulk solution resistance,
and bypass capacitance between the electrodes (Fig. 2) [3].
However, this simple model fails to accurately predict the
output of the cell. A more extensive spatial RC network was
thus constructed to try and predict the output of the conduc-
tivity cell with a greater degree of accuracy (Fig. 1). This
network is similar in structure to that previously proposed by
Gas et al.[4].

The simple model was solved by reducing the circuit to
a single series resistor/capacitor combination. The reduction
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Fig. 2. Simple electrical circuit model of contactless conductivity detector
whereCL is the leakage capacitance,CW, the wall capacitance; andRs, the
solution resistance. The circuit is similar to that originally described[3]
except the wall capacitance is split into two separate capacitances.

was performed using

Rp = R2
s + X2

s

Rs
(1)

Xp = R2
s + X2

s

Xs
(2)

Rs = Rp

1 + (Rp/Xp)2
(3)

Xs = RsRp

Xp
(4)

whereRs is the series resistance;Xs, the series reactance;
Rp, the parallel resistance; andXp the parallel reactance
[31]. These equations are used to convert a seriesRX (resis-
tance/reactance) circuit to its parallel equivalent and vice
versa. A stepwise example using the equations can be found
in the reference[31]. For the conductivity cell, the wall
capacitance and solution resistance, originally in series, are
converted to their parallel equivalent. This puts them both
parallel to the bypass capacitance. The equivalent parallel
capacitance is then added to the bypass capacitance giving a
single capacitance. This capacitance and the equivalent series
capacitance are then converted to their series equivalent from
which an impedance can be calculated.
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C

with εc the relative permittivity of the silica capillary wall;
εo, the permittivity of free space;L, the electrode length;re,
the inner radius of the electrode; andrid the radius of the
capillary inner diameter. The slight air gap between the outer
capillary wall and the electrode is negligible and was ignored.
From Eq.(6) (the capacitance between two parallel plates),
the bypass current between the electrodes was calculated to
be 1.1 fF.

C = εoA

d
(6)

with A the area of the ring face of the electrodes andd, the
distance between the electrodes (gap distance). This value
was confirmed experimentally by measurements of current
through the cell in the absence of a capillary, and with acetone
and deionized water-filled capillaries.

For a 7 Vrms, 100 kHz input, a circuit impedance of
13.82 M� was calculated using Eqs.(1)–(4) and the values
calculated above, giving an output current of 0.51�A. The
calculated output current was then dropped across a 50�

resistor to model the input to the lock-in amplifier. A signal
with a magnitude of 25.32�V at a phase of 26.95◦ relative to
the input signal was thus expected at the output of the simple
circuit. Experimentally, a signal of magnitude 7.89�V at a
phase of 22.81◦ was measured using detector design 2. The
measured signal magnitude was approximately three times
s eled
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The values for each resistance and capacitance were
ined from experimental measurements. The solution r

ance in the gap was calculated to be 12.43 M� (from the
ulk resistance for a 68 cm long capillary). Considering
lectrode and solution to be two concentric cylinders,
apillary wall capacitance was calculated to be 515 fF u

= 2πεcεoL

ln(re/rid)
(5)
-

maller than predicted by the simple circuit (when mod
sing experimental values).

.2. Equivalent complex electrical circuit of the
ontactless conductivity detector

For the complex model, the entire cell was spati
ivided into individual 25�m long segments. Models we
eveloped with spatial resolutions greater and less
5�m; however, it was determined that resolutions finer
5�m provided no further significant changes. Each seg
as assigned a resistance and capacitance. The res

Rs) is determined by dividing up the bulk solution resista
or the entire capillary equally into the corresponding re
ance for a 25�m segment. The capacitance depends on
osition in the cell the segment occupies. Five capacita
ere considered: from the solution to the inner (larger)
ap radius (Cic), solution to the outer (smaller) endcap rad
Coc), electrode to solution (Ce), leakage from the solutio
n the gap to ground (Cl ), and bypass between electro
cross the gap (Cb) (Fig. 1). The electrode to solution capa
ance was determined using Eq.(5). With the exception of th
ypass between the electrodes, the other capacitance
etermined using:

= 2πεcεaεoL

εa ln(rod/rid) + εc ln(rg/rod)
(7)

ith εa the relative permittivity of air;rod, the radius o
he capillary outer diameter; andrg, the inner radius of th
round cylinder. The bypass capacitances between the
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Fig. 3. Comparison of theoretical models to experimental output over the fre-
quency range 25–2000 kHz: (�) simple model; (�) 25�m segment model;
(�) experimental results.

trodes were calculated using the tangential distance between
the gap segment and the tip of the electrode. These distances
(through silica and air) were used with Eq.(7) to determine
an approximate capacitance. This gave the capacitances from
one electrode to the other side of the gap a trend like that of
a 1/ln(x) curve. A capacitance of approximately 1.3 fF from
an electrode to the furthest part of the gap is calculated. This
value of the bypass capacitance approximately matches that
previously calculated and experimentally determined.

Using Kirchoff’s Laws, current and voltage equations
were set up for each element and node. These equations were
compiled in a square matrix and solved simultaneously using
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The currents across
the capacitances associated with the detection electrode were
summed and dropped across a theoretical 50� resistor to give
an output voltage of 9.35�V at a phase of 27.52◦. This volt-
age was compared with the experimental output of the cell
(detector design 2) detected using the 50� input of the RF
lock-in amplifier. The matrix method was chosen over the
simple model solution method due to the presence of three
nodes in the circuit (input, output through the left shielding
cap, output through the detection electrode and right shield-
ing cap), which prevented the reduction of the circuit to a
single series resistor/capacitor combination.

A graphical comparison of the outputs of the simple
model, our complex model, and the experimental cell is
s ed
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Fig. 4. Theoretical current flow through the cell as a function of position.
Current flows at frequencies of 100 kHz (A) and 1 MHz (B) are shown. The
current flow at 1 MHz is almost an order of magnitude larger than that at
100 kHz. Current flow is for a 50/360 capillary with a 1.1 mm gap and 5 mm
electrodes. Sections of current flow are labeled to correspond with the section
of the cell the current is flowing through.

For the simple model, adjustment of the actual values was
attempted, with no reasonable values giving a better fit to
the experimental data than the actual values in the complex
model do.

Using the complex model, the current flow through each
segment of the cell can also be modeled.Fig. 4 shows the
current flow as a function of position in the cell for excita-
tion at 100 kHz and 1 MHz. It can be seen that theoretically,
more current flows through the cell at the higher frequency.
At 1 MHz, current flows from and into the electrodes mainly
at the tips of the electrodes. At 100 kHz, current flows more
evenly across the entire electrode. This suggests that at higher
frequencies, a shorter electrode can be used without losing
any sensitivity in detection, while at lower frequencies, longer
electrodes are needed in order to increase sensitivity. This is a
direct result of decreasing capacitive reactance (impedance)
at higher frequencies. The current flow is also seen to be
asymmetrical around the excitation electrode due to the dif-
fering pathways to ground on each side of the electrode.

The effects of the capillary inner diameter and the size of
the gap were also modeled. Capillary inner diameters of 25,
50 and 100�m were modeled and then experimentally tested
with the results shown inFig. 5. The model and experimental
data follow closely across the frequency range for all three
diameters with the larger diameter giving a larger signal as
would be expected due to the increase in area occupied by the
hown inFig. 3for a 1.1 mm gap and 50/360 capillary fill
ith 20 mM MES/his buffer. In the range 25–2000 kHz,
imple model predicts an output signal much larger than
een experimentally. The complex model gives a much c
t to the experimental data. The phase of the output s
elative to the AC excitation voltage was also compared,
he complex model again giving a much closer fit to ex
mental data. It should be noted that none of the resist
r capacitance values used in predicting the output o
imple or complex model were adjusted to obtain a b
t to the experimental data. The values used in each m
ere calculated using experimental measurements, wit
omponents of the model (i.e. more segments, leaka
hielding cap ground) then adjusted to provide a bette
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Fig. 5. Effect of capillary inner diameter on response of cell. Traces are
for (A) 100�m; (B) 50�m and; (C) 25�m inner diameters. Solid lines are
the experimental data while dashed lines are the modeled data. The capillary
outer diameter is 360�m with a gap size of 1.1 mm and 5 mm long electrodes
in all cases.

conductive solution. The model and experimental results for
the size of the gap also match each other, with the smaller gap
giving a larger signal, due to a smaller resistance between the
electrodes in the capillary core and also a larger capacitive
bypass current.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Advantages of lock-in based system over previous
designs

A circuit consisting of separate amplification, rectifica-
tion, and filtering steps was assembled. The voltage drop
across a 47 k� resistor was sent to an instrumentation ampli-
fier (model INA103, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX) with
an internal gain of 100, followed by a diode/capacitor rec-
tification circuit. The final step was a low-pass Sallen-Key
filter set to 22 Hz (equivalent noise bandwidth of 2.75 Hz)
followed by a second order digital RC filter with a 0.2 s
time constant (0.80 Hz bandwidth). Using this design, a sep-
aration of 50 ppm potassium, sodium, and lithium ions was
performed with an observed S/N of 73, 76, and 97, respec-
tively (Fig. 6A). When the rectification and filter circuits
were replaced with the Stanford Research model 810 lock-
in amplifier set at a 0.78 Hz equivalent noise bandwidth
( epa-
r and
1 er
o lter
c

4

um
i onduc-
t ated
a Hz
i t, and

Fig. 6. Effect of the lock-in amplifier on the noise of the system. An ampli-
fier/rectifier/filter circuit was used to detect the separation of a 50 ppm
solution of K+, Na+, and Li+ (A). The same separation was detected using a
lock-in amplifer (B). A digital filter was applied to the non-lock-in amplifier
data in order to compare equivalent bandwidths. The migration times dif-
fer due to different lengths of capillary used. Separation conditions: 20 mM
MES/his, pH 6.0 buffer, 20 kV.

baseline noise are summarized inTable 1. It is seen that sig-
nal response increases as a function of excitation potential.
For potassium, the peak area shows an increase of 20.7×
from 1 Vp-p to 20 Vp-p. The theoretical improvement in sig-
nal response is 20.0× for this voltage change. The observed
increase is a good match to the theoretical increase. The same
match between the observed and theoretical increase was also
seen for the other two analytes, sodium and lithium.

As the excitation voltage increases, so does the noise.
Under shot noise limited conditions (shot noise of the back-
ground conductivity current), the baseline noise should scale
as the square root of the increase in background current,
which is proportional to the excitation voltage. The observed
noise increase is greater than this theoretical expectation.
The likely explanation for this is amplitude instability in
the excitation source (function generator). A noise value of

Table 1
Comparison of measured and theoretical increases for potassium ion due to
an increase in excitation voltagea

Signal increase factor

Experimental Theoretical

Peak area 20.72 20
Peak height 20.28 20
Baseline noise 9.93 4.47
100 ms time constant, 24 dB/oct filter slope), the same s
ation was performed with an observed S/N of 842, 725,
130, respectively (Fig. 6B). This is an approximate ord
f magnitude improvement in S/N over the rectification/fi
ircuit.

.2. Cell response as a function of excitation potential

A 10.0 ppm mixture of potassium, sodium, and lithi
ons was separated and detected using the contactless c
ivity detector. Sinusoidal excitation signals were gener
t 1 and 20 Vp-p with an excitation frequency of 100 k

n each case. The increases in peak area, peak heigh
 a Similar increases were seen for sodium and lithium ions.
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Table 2
Noise instability of function generator relative to excitation voltage

7.07 Vrms excitation 0.354 Vrms excitation

Voltage detected by lock-in 380 mV 19 mV
Current at detection electrode 380 nA 19 nA
Impedance of cell 18.6 M� 18.6 M�

Amplitude instability of function generator (0.001%) 70.7�V 3.54�V
Current noise resulting from function generator instability 3.8 pA 0.19 pA
Voltage noise resulting from function generator instability 3800 nV 190 nV

Shot noise in detection electrode current 800 nV 180 nV
Johnson noise of feedback resistor 164 nV 164 nV
Lock-in amplifier noise 7.6 nV 7.6 nV
Op-amp voltage noise 29 nV 29 nV
Op-amp current noise 0.78 nV 0.78 nV

Expected total noise from all contributions 3800 nV 310 nV
Overall noise detected by lock-in 2800 nV 300 nV

approximately 0.001% of the signal magnitude was experi-
mentally measured for the excitation source using a lock-in
amplifier set to the same time constant as used in con-
ductivity detection. This linear increase in noise magnitude

F
s
f

with a linear increase in signal magnitude could account for
the larger than expected increase at higher voltages, as the
noise resulting from the 0.001% amplitude instability in the
source becomes significant relative to other noise sources.
As shown inTable 2, the noise increase expected due to a
0.001% instability in the voltage source is comparable to the
noise increase observed experimentally when using higher
voltages.

The background voltage detected by the lock-in using a
7.07 Vrms input voltage is 380 mV. This corresponds to a
current at the detection electrode of 380 nA (106 gain on
the current-to-voltage converter), giving a cell impedance of
18.6 M�. An 0.001% instability in the 7.07 V input volt-
age corresponds to a 70.7�V instability. Using the cell
impedance just calculated earlier, a current noise of 3.8 pA
is seen at the detection electrode resulting from the insta-
bility of the function generator, with the lock-in ampli-
fier detecting a signal of 3800 nV (voltage noise result-
ing from function generator instability) following the 106

gain in transimpedance amplifier. Johnson noise in the op-
amp feedback resistor is 164 nV. The lock-in amplifier adds
7.6 nV of noise[32], while the op-amp contributes 29 nV of
voltage noise and 0.78 nV of current noise[33]. The shot
noise in the current at the detection electrode is 800 nV.

T
R r inor-
g

I

ig. 7. Electropherograms obtained for (A) 7.0; (B) 1.0; and (C) 0.1 ppm
olutions of potassium, sodium, and lithium ions. Separations were per-
ormed in 20 mM MES/his buffer, pH 6.0 with a 20 kV separation voltage.

W

-linear
c formed
b linear
r
“

able 3
esults of linear regression analyses on the log–log peak area data fo
anic cationsa

Potassium Sodium Lithium

ncluding all concentrations
Slope 0.66 0.75 1.07
Intercept −3.41 −3.39 −3.22

ithout lower concentrations
Slope 0.86 0.86 1.04
Intercept −3.48 −3.42 −3.22

a The two lowest concentrations tested (0.05 and 0.1 ppm) are non
ompared to the other concentrations. The regression analysis was per
oth with and without these concentrations. A slope of 1.00 indicates a
elationship between the variables. The intercept is of the form “loga” where
a” is a response factor for the system for the particular analyte.
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Table 4
Summary of contactless conductometric inorganic cation detection in the literature

Reference Capillary
I.D. (�m)

Buffer Voltage (Vp-p) Frequency
(kHz)

Signal filteringa Concentration LOD (ppb) Mass LOD (fg)b

K+ Na+ Li+ K+ Na+ Li+

[2] 50 20 mM MES/his 8 40 Not specified 200 600
[3] 75 10 mM MES/his 20 600 Low pass (159 Hz) 43 37 10 2100 1800 510
[5] 50 20 mM MES/his, 1 mM 18-crown-6 11 100 Smoothing (moving average) 35 36 21 300 310 180
[5] 75 20 mM MES/his, 1 mM 18-crown-6 11 100 Smoothing (moving average) 15 13 7 660 570 310
[5] 75 10 mM MES/his, 1 mM 18-crown-6 11 100 Smoothing (moving average) 9 8 4 390 350 170
[26] 75 20 mM boric acid, 10 mM LiOH 10 200 Low pass (159 Hz) 3.9 68
[12] 75 20 mM MES/his 20 200 Not specified 20 770
[11] 75 10 mM MES/his 2 600 Low pass (159 Hz) 43 37 10 2100 1800 510
[7] 75 10 mM MES/his 250 190 Low pass 5 5 2 120 96 35
[22] 75 50 mM MES/his, 1 mM 18-crown-6 11 100 Not specified 70 780
[27] 50 20 mM MES/his, 1.5 mM 18-crown-6 20 290 Low pass (159 Hz) 13 11 7 200 170 110
[10] 50 20 mM MES/his n/a 100 Low pass (159 kHz), lock-inc 12 2 52 9
[24] 50 8 mM His, 2.8 mM HIBA, 0.32 mM 18-crown-6 10 290 Low pass (159 Hz) 15 7.5 7.5 160 78 78
[9] 75 10 mM MES/his, 2.5 mM 18-crown-6 300 100 Low pass (100 Hz) 1.5 0.7 0.9 38 15 16
[28] 75 (PEEK) 10 mM MES/his, 1 mM 18-crown-6 450 100 Low pass 4.7 1.7 1.1 87 31 21
[23] 75 20 mM MES/his, 2.5 mM 18-crown-6 20 1100 Low pass (159 Hz) 17 9.4 850 470
[29] 50 20 mM MES/his 25 291 Low pass (16 Hz) 240 120 220 1200 590 1100
Present work 50 20 mM MES/his 20 100 Lock-in (0.78 Hz) 27 25 16 60 63 50

a Due to lack of information, accurate bandwidths could not be determined for all references.
b Limits of detection calculated from injection methods described in reference and ionic mobilities.
c Bandwidth is that reported for low pass filter, lock-in bandwidth not specified.
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The square root of the sum of the squares of all noise
contributions is thus 3800 nV. This is slightly more noise
than is experimentally seen (2800 nV). The calculation was
repeated at a 0.354 Vrms input voltage for comparison, yield-
ing an expected noise of 310 nV (experimental noise was
300 nV). At the lower input voltage, Johnson noise in the
op-amp feedback resistor, shot noise, and noise resulting
from the function generator instability contribute equally to
the overall noise. However, as the input voltage increases,
the noise resulting from the function generator instability
begins to dominate with the other sources of noise becoming
negligible.

4.3. Cell response as a function of concentration

Mixtures of potassium, sodium, and lithium ions at various
concentrations were separated and detected using the con-
tactless conductivity detector. Concentrations of 0.05, 0.10,
0.20, 0.40, 1.00, 4.00, and 7.00 ppm were investigated for
each analyte. An excitation voltage of 20 Vp-p was used for
all concentrations. Sample electropherograms obtained for
7.0, 1.0, and 0.10 ppm are shown inFig. 7. The average base-
line noise seen was 2.8�Vrms.

A linear regression analysis was performed on the potas-
sium peak area data (in log–log form) from each individual
run, giving a slope of 0.66. Linear regression analyses per-
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technique had been used, the electrophoretic bias against
lithium injection would have been eliminated and all ions
would have been injected in equal amounts. However, an elec-
trokinetic injection was found to produce more reproducible
results.
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